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Summer weather sets stage
!

5

for baseball's laid-bac- k style 1

By Pat Clark
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citement of a Reggie Jackson home run or
Fernando Valenzuela strikeout, but for the
tradition and ritual that apply to even the
most typical fly ball to left field. The
actions of baseball players are codified and
preserved to an extent unparalleled in any
other sport. Baseball takes place at such a
leisurely pace that even the fans have time
to track everything, scratching whole
innings of play into a few cryptic numbers
and symbols in a scorebook.

Alia, the fans. Baseball fans are like any
other sports fans in their fervor, but unlike
other fans in that they get as much out of
going to the games as they do from watch-

ing them on television. Basketball fans go
to their games all huddled up in big coats;
they look like they are smuggling contra-
band into the arena. Football fans bring
their kitchens with them for the tailgate
parties; some even bring televisions to the
game when the home team is on the air.

Baseball fans go to the park to get the
whole package; a suntan, a beer, a hot dog
and, incidentally, a ball game. Baseball
doesn't get the television ratings that some
of the other major sports do and part of
the reason is because the baseball fan loses
too much of the feel of the event when he
or she stays home. That doesn't mean base-

ball fans won't watch on television, it
means they would prefer not to.

So, when one of those days (or a series
of those days) hits when it's too miserable
outside to do anything, remember that it is

"perfect basebail weather" and go to a

game. The College World Series in Omaha
offers a good opportunity, and there's even
a chance that the Huskers could make their
first appearance in the CWS this year. It's
a good show, well worth the money, even
if the Huskers don't get in.

Fall and football will be here soon
enough. In the meantime, as long as you
know it's going to be a hot summer, you
might as well make it a hot and enjoyable
summer. Summer is the ultimate

time, and the best way to enjoy
it is with the ultimate
game: baseball.
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Columnist

If it's baseball, tliis must be summer.
Baseball may or may not be the best sport
in the world, but no other sport so accurat-
ely reflects the mood of the season in
which it is played. Look at baseball. In
the dead of winter, thousands of players
don shorts to play the game, racing up and
down the court with an energy totally in-

congruous to the climate outside the arena.
Or take football. You sometimes hear

about a fall day that is "great football
weather." Those days, however, are perfect
for anything, not just football. Football,
with all of its padding and equipment
covering humans that you would not re-

cognize except for their numbers, operates
outside of climate altogether. It is as at
home indoors at the Superdome as it is
outdoors at Memorial Stadium.

You probably could make a case for ice
hockey. After all, a game played on ice
suits the winter pretty well. But in an
effort to become a big spectator sport,
hockey has moved indoors, which removes
that relationship with the weather. They
might as well play the game on Teflon.

But then there is baseball. So much has
been written about baseball as The
Summer Game that the claim seldom
engenders an argument. Baseball is slow,
ritualized and leisurely. If there was such a

thing as "perfect baseball weather," it
would be a day too hot and lazy to do any-

thing else.

People who go to baseball games for the
excitement might just as well stay home
and grill hamburgers and play lawn darts
for all of the excitement they are going to
get. That's hardly a rap on baseball; it is
what it is. The fact remains that there is
more excitement in three minutes on a
roller coaster than in three hours of watch-

ing baseball, but the fact also remains that
something keeps baseball fans coming
back.

Baseball fans, rpal hardcore baseball fans
anyway, go to see not just the sudden ex
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Photo by Jodie Fields
Nebraska's Scott Hooper goes up against the Oklahoma State Cowboys in action at
Buck Beltzer Field. Hie Huskers and Cowboys are at the top of the Big Eight stand-

ings and both hope to qualify for the College World Series in Omaha. The series is a
summertime favorite of Nebraska sports fans.

sgW IMPORT GAR OF THE YEAR!

-Feips Every Introducing the 1982 Toyota Celica
Supras. Enter the world of high per-

formance in style There's Supra, with
its sporty flared fenders and wide,

aggressive tires; or the dramatic Supra
for refined, comfortable Grand

Touring Both models have a totally
new eye-catchi- body design with a
low drag coefficient (Cd)-- O 348 -t- o
cut through the wind Under the hood,
both Supras have the same electroni-

cally fuel-inject- 2 8 liter Twin Cam

engine to make Supra s "go"
You may not find a better

match the show Variable power assist
rack-and-pini- steering and independ-
ent rear suspension provide outstanding
road handling And both Supras come
with a long list of standard features,
including overdrive trans-

mission, ventilated and power-assiste- d

disc brakes, aluminum alloy
wheels. AMFMMPX electronic
stereo receiver with 5 speakers, and
more Come see the 82 Supras Feel
them Drive them. We have them
They're the right stuff

value on the road today.

Monday 4:30-9:0-0

Wednesday 4:30-6:0- 0

Friday 4:30-6:0-0
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Miller, Miller Lite

Pabst & Michelob Dark
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Most
Cocktails

DARK

Good at Downtown Only

MIB-CI-
TY TOYOTA
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